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“Copper Is the New Oil!  Global Shortage!  Up 70% by 2025!” 
  
That was the headline from Goldman Sachs, whose analysts pretty much define the word “prestige” in 
the investment world.  Sometimes they make sense, too.   Beneath the headline Goldman’s people 
explained how copper is vital, irreplaceable and sure to be scarce in the world’s drive toward clean energy, 
given the tremendous volumes of copper needed in every clean energy source and given the extreme 
difficulty and cost of new mines.  
  
Freeport-McMoRan rocketed up 7.5% on the Goldman headline.  That’s a nice thing, of course . . . we 
won’t look a gift horse in the mouth.  But there is a profound lesson about good investing in this story.  It 
begins with the picture below. 
  

Freeport:  Up 530% in a Year.  Any Surprising News?  Nope. 

 
  
  

Those red circles at the bottom of those long, plunging red arrows are where both Freeport and copper 
stood after 9 years of mostly bad news about the price of copper:  a long down cycle indeed.  There was 
Freeport at $5 per share and copper under $2 per pound.  The profound question is:  “What do we know 
today—or, what does Goldman Sachs know today—that we all didn’t know back in that dismal red-circle 
territory?”  
  
Nothing at all.   
  
The investment world—and those Goldman experts—have known about copper’s crucial position in clean 
energy; about the inevitable long-term surge in the world’s use of copper; and about that “extreme 



difficulty and cost” of new mines and new supply for a long time—long before 12 months ago.  They’ve 
known about Freeport’s business progress, too:  its remarkable shift toward “Rock of Gibraltar” financial 
strength in the past 5 years; its equally remarkable drive toward lower production costs in all of its mines; 
and its successful negotiations with Indonesia, becoming “partners” instead of adversaries in running one 
of the world’s biggest and best copper mines.  
  
They’ve known all of it.  But a year ago, at $5/share and $1.75/pound, on the heels of a 9-year pounding 
by the markets, it needed nerve and boldness to say, in headline-sized print, “Copper Is the New Oil!  Price 
Will Rocket Up!”  Nerve and boldness are always in short supply, at prestigious firms and everywhere else 
. . . so instead of using headlines, they said such things quietly, in the tone of “Well, someday things will 
probably improve quite a bit.”  
  
They were quiet, despite what their logic told them, because it is hard for every human being to really 
believe big changes will happen, and are probably just around the corner.  We are just made that 
way.  Even at Outlook Capital Management, where we were certain that big changes were on the way for 
copper and Freeport, when we bought more shares at $5 we told ourselves, “It’ll probably keep going 
down, maybe to $4, $3 or even $2 . . . so we’ll be gritting our teeth for a while.”    
  
Warren Buffett is famous for saying, “Never let the market frighten you out of a good position.”  He says 
profound things sometimes—and that’s one of them.  That’s the lesson of the Goldman headline today, 
and the story of Freeport and copper over the last few years. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


